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Merritt College opened its doors in 1953 and today remains the heart of a thriving, diverse community where students of all ages and backgrounds can obtain a quality education at a very affordable price. Whether you want to get an associate degree, transfer to a four-year college or university, update your job skills, find a new career, or take a class just for personal enrichment, Merritt College is the place to be!

“We Change Lives”
On behalf of the Merritt College faculty, professional staff, and administration, it is my great honor and privilege to recognize and commend the Merritt College Graduating Class of 2021! We join your family, friends, and loved ones in expressing our pride and admiration for the work you have done to achieve this amazing accomplishment. And that you did it under such challenging and unprecedented circumstances is even more impressive.

As you leave Merritt College and begin the next step of your journey, please know that you are prepared to contend with and surmount any and every obstacle placed in your path. With your knowledge, skills, and talents I know that you will meet the mark, and be the leaders that your community, this nation, and the world need you to be! So please take a moment to bask in your achievement and partake in some celebratory fun. You have earned it. But also remember that this is not the end of your journey. Great tasks and achievements still await you, so run headlong toward them and accomplish all that your mind conceives and your heart desires.

So once again I say Congratulations Merritt College Class of 2021! You did it!!!

David M. Johnson, Ph.D.
President
Merritt College
Commencement Program

Theme: Intentional Resilience

May 28, 2021, 1:00 PM

“Pomp and Circumstance” (Song)
First In Line (Poem: Jasmine Estrada)

Presiding
Lilia Chavez, Ed.D., Vice President of Student Services, Merritt College

National Anthem (Song: Jillian Del Rosario)
First In Line (Student Poet: Jasmine Estrada)

Greetings
Barbara Lee, MSW, Representative for California’s 13th District Congressional District

Keynote Speakers Address:
Eloy Ortiz Oakley, MBA., Chancellor, California Community Colleges

Greetings
Cindi Napoli-Abella Reiss, Ed.D, Board of Trustees President, Peralta Community College District
Jannett Jackson, Ed.D., Interim Chancellor, Peralta Community College District
Thomas Renbarger, Ph.D., Academic Senate President, Merritt College
Tachetta Henry, A.A., Classified Senate President, Merritt College
Michael Cooper, Associate Student President, Merritt College Associated Students

Navigation COVID (Student Poet: Rahsaan Coleman)

College Leadership Address
David M. Johnson, Ph.D., President, Merritt College
Denise C. Richardson, Ed.D., Vice President of Instruction, Merritt College
Lilia Chavez, Ed.D., Vice President of Student Services, Merritt College
Awarding of the President’s Medallion
David M. Johnson, Ph.D., President, Merritt College

Recognition of Valedictorians
Denise C. Richardson, Ed.D., Vice President of Instruction, Merritt College

2021 Valedictorians
Debra Elizabeth Jackson, Adham Khadadad Karam Ali, Jennifer Mathers, David Medeiros, Jessica Ann Meisman, Cynthia Anne Merriman, Cynthia Anne Merriman, Ezinne Prudence Ndubuisi, AnaMiel G. Packham, Maria Biancca Legaspi Parazo, Quinn Rene Peck, April Mariko Salazar, Yasimine Sidiqi, Leo Alexandrovic Tarasov, Akiko Yuda, Rowan Aldevrim Zoltan,

2021 Salutatorians
Fernanda Morales Perez, Molly Gabrielle Sopher

Valedictorian Student Speeches
Dave Medeiros, Ezinne Prudence Ndubuisi, Maria Biancca Legaspi Parazo,

Conferring of Degrees
Denise C. Richardson, Ed.D., Vice President of Instruction, Merritt College
David M. Johnson, Ph.D., President, Merritt College

Congratulation Videos
La Niece Jones, Peralta Colleges Foundation
Merritt College Community
(Alumni, Staff, Faculty, Administrators)

Closing Song
No One (Jillian Del Rosario)

In Memory
Anita Black, Guy Forkner, William “Bill” Love

Closing Remarks
Lilia Chavez, Ed.D., Vice President of Student Services, Merritt College
COMMENCEMENT REGALIA

The colorful attire worn by the graduates, the faculty and officers of the college on the occasion of these Commencement Exercises has historic roots in medieval times. Dressed in cap and gown, the graduates and their professors form part of a long tradition that dates back to the 12th and 13th centuries, when universities were taking form. The ordinary dress of the scholar, whether student or teacher, was the dress of a cleric. The gown seems to be an adaptation of the robe of a friar or priest; the hood, of the monk’s or friar’s cowl; and the mortarboard cap of today, the end product of curious evaluation, recalls the skull cap of days when tonsured heads needed protection against the drafts of medieval classrooms.

European institutions have always had great diversity in their specifications of academic dress and this has been a source of confusion. In contrast, American colleges and universities opted for a definite system that all might follow. A Commission met at Columbia University in 1895 and adopted a code of academic dress, which besides regulating the cut and style and materials of the gowns, prescribed the colors, which were to represent the different fields of learning.

The Gown. The three types of degrees each have a different style gown. Bachelor's gowns have pointed sleeves, and are worn closed. Master's gowns have oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, with the base hanging down, and rear part of the oblong cut square while the front arc cuts away. These robes have fasteners so they can be worn open or closed. Doctoral gowns have bell-shaped sleeves, also designed with fasteners so it is worn closed or opened. The doctoral gowns also have velvet panels down the front and three bars of velvet on the sleeves.

The Gown

All three gowns are usually black. However, some institutions use the colors of the colleges and universities. The color and material of the panels and sleeve bars vary in order to indicate the field of learning in which the wearer's degree was granted; dark blue for Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.); light blue for Education (Ed.D.); white for Arts and Letters (D.Litt.); gold yellow for Science (D.Sc.); orange for Engineering (Ph.D.); purple for Law (LL., J.D., J.S.D., D.C.L.); green for Medicine (M.D.); scarlet for Theology (S.T.D., D.D.).

The Hood

Academic Hoods are black and made from the same fabric as the gown. Hoods vary in depending on the degree and may range from three feet to four feet. The doctoral hood is wider and is lined with college or university colors. They typically have one field color and one chevron color, though sometimes there are school specific variations. The edge of the hoods are velvet and in the color of the degree subject. The colors follow the same schedule indicated above for the panels of the doctor's gown – white for Arts, gold-yellow for Science, olive-drab for Business, salmon for Public Health and Hospital Services, sage-green for Health Systems Leadership, apricot for Nursing, peacock blue for Public Administration, rose for Social Science, and so forth.
A number of other items such as cords, stoles, or aiguillettes representing various academic achievements or other honors are also worn at the discretion of some degree-granting institutions.

The Cap

Headwear is an important component of cap-and gown, and the academic costume is not complete without it. The headwear will vary with the level of academic achievement and, to some extent, on the individual academic institution’s specifications. The mortarboard material matches the gown and has become the universally accepted style in United States colleges and universities. Mortarboards have four sides, and typically have a tassel with a single button at the top, usually in the color of the degree-granting institution.

The exception—velvet—is reserved for the doctor’s degree only, seen in the form of a four, six or eight multiple-sided tam. The tassel worn on the mortarboard or a tam seems to provide, by tradition, the greatest opportunity for latitude in American academic dress. It has been black, or represented the college’s or university’s colors, or the discipline. The tassel has also been used to indicate membership in national honor societies or other awards. There is at some colleges and universities a practice of moving the tassel from one side to the other upon graduating. For doctoral and masters students, the tassel commonly begins and remains on the left.
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Taylor James
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Lidia Jauregui De Sandoval
Damon Jerry
Sarah Jimenez
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Major Jones
Tracey Jordan
Elizabeth Jung
Joseph Justiss
Mesfin Kebede
Heather King
Thelda King
Herbert Kitchen
Kyla Knox
Yin Kyaw
Lauren Lafferty Delphey
William Lawrence
Si Hui Lee
Michelle Lemus-De Nelaton
Irene Leslie
Michele Lin
Oneita Lopez
Margaret Loud
Jacqueline Lowe
Christina Lozano
Natalie Lucas
Jennifer Maradiaga
Marilyn Marsh
Andrea Martin Lorenzo
Adriana Martin
Iris Martin
Ricardo Martinez
Joel Martinson
Jacquese McCoy
Nancy McPhee
Jesus Medina-Sanchez
Jessica Meisman
Michelle Mejia
Marco Mendez Martinez
Cynthia Merriman
Avis Mitchell
Edee Moore
Andrea Mora
Ingrid Morales
Fernanda Morales-Perez
Maria Moralesoviedo
Amy Morgan
Deatrice Morris
Beth Morse
Shadiyah Muhammad
Daniel Munoz-Deltoro
Stefanie Mutialu
David Myers
Ja Nan
Antoinette Navarro
Ezinne Ndubuisi
Nnenna Ndukwe
Thanh New
Andrew Nguyen
Lien Nguyen
Nadine B. Nguyen
Dayne Nicholls
Benson Njau
Sean Noriega
Chibuike Nwoba
Ricardo Ojeda
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Mariana Osorio-Lozano
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Nan Ouk
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Daniel Rice
Janet Richardson
Robert Rogers
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Gustavo Sanchez Cardoza
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Anthony Saran
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Matthew Silk
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Britney Smith
Hailey Smith
Jean Smith
Rejeanne Smith
Molly Sopher
Cameron Spaulding
Danielle Spencer
Spencer Staggers-Elmore
Jennifer Sullins
Stacey Swan
John Symens Bucher
Darcie Takeuchi
Denise Tapia Juarez
Leo Tarasov
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Liya Tesfamariam
Le'Rea Thomas
Stacy Thompson
Fikre Tilahun
Macario Tindoy
Elizabeth Torres-Galaviz
Cynthia Tran
Audrey Trotter
Yvonne Truong
Jamie Tse
cCaitlin Turner
Maria Valencia
Gema Villa
Nina Walker
Tairra Wallace
Yama Wardak
Janell Christine Warren
Berhan Weldmichael
Daniko Williams
Elizabeth Williams
Lamaya Williams
Logan Williams
Michael James Williams
Keneshia Wills
Benjamin Wilson-Ripsom
Richelle Wisco
Yared Yemane
Jina Yi
Akiko Yuda
QUOTES FROM THE CLASS OF 2021!

It's never too late to follow your dreams - Everyone has their own story to tell.
-Idowu Koyejo-

The quality of strength lined with tenderness is an unbeatable combination.
-Maya Angelou-

I'm thankful you for the opportunity going back to college, thanking my instructors and everyone who supported me to reach my goal.
-Claudia B. Hall-

I'd like to thank and appreciate everyone in this rewarding opportunity to a new pathway for the road of success in life to be continued.
-Tayari Sampson-

Thank you to my family for always being there for me. My mother and Leo for being my motivation to not give up! Si se pudo!
-Lorena Elizabeth Arechiga-

I appreciate my family's support for furthering my education and I am delighted to get my AS degree with the highest honors.
-Eva Deng-

Thank you to my family that believed and continues to believe in me. I love each and everyone of you, you guys are my strength!
-Alma D. Almaraz-

Never doubt your abilities, believe in yourself.
-Arunee Atsaphai-

"There is no magic to achievement. It's really about hard work, choices, and persistence."
-Michelle Obama-

This is just the beginning Ma. I am proud to be a first generation graduate and plan to continue my studies.
-Gabriela Y. Rodriguez-

“Blue, Green, Grey, White or Black; smooth ruffled, or mountainous; the ocean is not silent.”
-H.P. Lovecraft-

Para mis padres que llegaron sin nada y me dieron todo, por mis hijas que son mi motivación.
-Teresa Gonzalez Garcia-

I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me. Philippians 4:13
-Hamilton Edgardo Abrego Delgado-
Candidates for

DEGREES
& CERTIFICATES

Class of 2021
Associate in Arts

Accounting
Patricia Adeleme Andalis
Dimon Latisha Banks
Cheyenne C. Bennmarie-Jacobson
Jonathan Jesus Cortez Salcido ***
Melanie Lynn Diaz
Aasylei Hardge-Loggervale ***
Emily Ryan Harper *
Shiyun (Hailey) Jiang ***
Bei Qi Kuang **
Noah Elijah-Keyshawn Mitchell **
Monica Salazar *
Jannya Efaye Solwazi

African American Studies
Megan A. Below
Michaela Antonia Franklin
Nicole Monique Jones

Business Administration
Patricia Adeleme Andalis
Dimon Latisha Banks
Elizabeth Leah Jung ***
Noah Elijah-Keyshawn Mitchell **
Andrea Diamond Morgan *
Anne Nguyen *
Jose Luis Padilla **
Gwenell Williams
Zhoudui Yu *
Lliana Gabriela Chavez
Kyle Fobbs
Aasylei Hardge-Loggervale ***
Victoria Annice Patton
Alisson C. Ramirez Cruz
Lisa E. Reed
Monica Salazar *

Business: Administrative Assistant
Iliana Gabriela Chavez
Ruby Rolon
Meichang Ruan ***

Aracely Solano **
Chunru Wen
Ying Hong Yu ***

Community Social Service:
Substance Abuse
Kristina Marie Grisso
Taddy Edward Hills *
Sharon E. Maxwell
Maria Biancca Legaspi Parazo ***
Gerald William Ray
Rachell M. Romero
Starr Sandoval ***
Nomel Morris Washington
Alex Michael Wyse **

Corrections
Marcus Dwayne Reynolds

Economics
Melanie Lynn Diaz
Noah Elijah-Keyshawn Mitchell **

General Business
America Nazleth Diaz

Landscape Architecture
Angela Patricia Tamblin **
Michael Paul Belick ***
William Robinson Haug Boone
Camille G. Jackson *
Casey R. Massman ***
Jean Marie Michaels ***
Ellen Elizabeth White Monroe ***
Quinn Rene Peck ***
Karyn Ott Smith ***

Liberal Arts: Arts & Humanities
Maria Elena Mora
Annabelle Nicole Rushing-Nelson ***
La’Tasha Necole Palmore
Paralegal Studies
Rachel Yaapoka Akusake
John D. Caldwell Jr.
Carla Denicia Diaz Santos
Faustina Boakye Dunn
Sable Alana Paige Harbison *
Idowu Koyejo
Krystal Renee Morris
Daniel Munoz Deltoro ***
LaShay Perryman
Lauren Spielvogel ***
Georgia Helen Staples ***
Gelser Zavala Garcia **

Police Science
Marcus Dwayne Reynolds
Xiomara Fuentes
Johnny Saephan *

Real Estate
Marco Antonio Mendez Martinez **
Shavona LaMena Ahmad *

Social and Behavioral Science
Williams Logan
Jawana U. Bryant *
Angel Patricia Chat ***
Berenice Diaz Estrada ***
Thanh Thuy Phan Do ***
Sandra Felix-Martinez
Marcia C. Foster
Xiomara Fuentes
Jully-Anna Garcia Molina
Sonny CB Garner
Adriana Guzman Perez *
Alisi Ika
Tatiana Monica Jimenez
Kathy Johnson
Malina Khan
La’Tasha Necole Palmore
Marcus Dwayne Reynolds
Leslie A Rivas
Edna Rita Smith *

Asha Servanda Treadwell
Brittany Shauneese Turner *
Zhougui Yu *
Hamilton Edgardo Abrego Delgado
Aaron Amgott-Kwan *
Patricia Adeleme Andalis
Lia Gebreamiak Berhane
Nicole Berrow
Kiyah Lanay Blackmon
Tarolyn Olivia Brown **
Maria Guadalupe Cardenas **
Kaliyah Chhan ***
Casandra F. Crosby
Anthony Joseph D’Orazi ***
Angelina Giulia Dorsch
Andres Echeandia *
Kyle Fobbs
Nazeer Cecil Green
Alysia Renee Gritz
Jamara Higginbotham *
James Alan Irwin *
Kristina D. Jones
Annie Chen Lee
Jairren H. Lillard
Shonnique Loyd
Devin N. Maxwell
Shantekqua S. McKinney
Zara Luz Organista **
Veronica M. Padilla
Fahni James Powe *
Hillary Arlete Robledo ***
Vanessa Renee Rodriguez *
Farm Kitty Saephan
Rhiannah Hillary Lorraine Talley
Cynthia Rochelle Wilson
Mia Zuranich

Associate in Arts for Transfer

Administration of Justice
Amelia E. Cortez
Francisco R. Navarro Larios
Angela Halia Najibi
**Anthropology**
Alexius Perez

**Communication Studies**
Aaron Amgott-Kwan *
Fabian Ancira Tapia
Jasmine Bledsoe
Shamelie Elizabeth Bremond
Lilibeth Corona Meza ***
Jasmin Estrada **
Jairo Lopez Perez
Stefanie Marie Mutialu ***

**Economics**
Jonathan Jesus Cortez Salcido ***
Aasylei Hardge-Loggervale ***

**Psychology**
Evette Janet Barrett
Susana Collazo
Anthony Davila
Angelina Giulia Dorsch
Alexander Gutierrez *
Leticia Isabel Gutierrez
Lauren Lee *
Jessica Ann Meisman
Zara Luz Organista **
Cynthia Ramirez-Maldonado
Marlene Silva
Susan Thammavongsa
Carla Tuku Carvalho *
Natalia Varela Lopez
Claudia Villalobos Franco *
Ahlam Yahya ***

**Associate in Science**

**Application Security**
Aizezi Abdurezake
Arunee Atsaphai **
Batkhuu Batsaikhan **
Abraham Reyes Romo **

**Arboriculture**
Alexander Ackley Stevenson *

**Dietetic Technology**
Lorrie Anne G. Ramos ***

**Fire Technology**
Thomas James Mowrer ***
Anthony William Shabbas
Leo Alexandroviic Tarasov ***
Daniel Trang

**Health Sciences**
Alma D. Almaraz *
Julieta Lumen Andrade **
Omowumi Aremu-Bello ***
Elsa Atomsa ***
Sandra D. Baker
Alexandra Signe Barksdale *
Guadalupe Barrera *
Jasmine Desiree Battle
David Alexander Beauford Sr.
Lounes Belkacemi *
Hawi Ewnetu Bilata
Dulce Marquez Blandon *
Jacqueline Marie Bozaich
Linda Brenya
Linda Asante Brenya
Nathaniel Brooks ***
Angela Dominique Hermogenes Canlas ***
Maria Guadalupe Cardenas **
Yasmin Armenta Carmichael
Karla Jatziri Carrada
Angel Patricia Chat ***
Prabsharan Singh Chauhan **
Kimberly Diana Chavarria-Aviles *
Ievgeniia Cherkashyn ***
Kaliyah Chhan ***
Jillian Chuong
Libby Chuong **
Brooklyn Nicole Crawford
Elia Clarissa Diaz
Marisol Celeste Duran *
Andres Echeandia *
Elaine Jeong Edberg ***
Atefehsadat Eftekhar ***
Sandra Felix-Martinez
Renika Flowers
Yajaira Iveth Franco
Mihret Fsehasien *
Maxine Alexandra Cabeza Gaspar ***
Selam Gebretnsae *
Yasmin Ghoraei Tafti *
Teresa Gonzalez Garcia
Emily Haber ***
Tesfaye Haile
Christopher A. Hardin-Shivers
Cecillia Sin Sze Ho
Kaili Nicole James
Tatiana Monica Jimenez
Danielle Beatrice Wynette Johnson
Kristina D. Jones
Adham Khadadad Karam Ali ***
Gabriella Sarah Karlin **
Malina Khan
Okoriba Saturday Korubo *
Sarah Michelle Lajon **
Vera Lynn Lam ***
My Quoc Le *
Fabiola Nickole Lemus **
Williams Logan
Juana Lorenzo Mendoza
Natalie Brayanette Lucas ***
Alena Louise Cunanan Lugtu **
Erica Mah
Alden Jay Maningas *
Jessica Hope Matheney
William David McClurg ***
Jose Mejia
Alexis Dionne Milligan **
Carlos Mora
Fernanda Morales Perez ***
Taylor Iman-Loren Motte
Keiichi Munakata **
Ezinne Prudence Ndubuisi ***
Rania Nejimi *
Tina Pham Nguyen ***
Tiffany Nguyen **
Mark-Anthony Membere Nuval
Chibuike Nwoba **
Shanel Tiana Ong *
Noor Othman **
Belen M. Paez Santillan
Aimee Saclayan Paison ***
Kayla Patrick *
Nancy Nayeli Perez **
Tatiana Sarahi Perez Nieves
Anh Nguyen Vy Pham
Angelica Natali Prado **
Satavie Pralourng *
Elysse Shannon Price
Shivon Sandhya Raj **
Jessi S.Y Riff
Hillary Arlete Robledo ***
Vanessa Renee Rodriguez *
Demetria L. Roussell
Qahera Saeed **
Tayari Sampson *
Alexandra Sandoval Ramos
Odith Joy Seith *
Yasminne Sidiqi
Marisol Silva
Veronica Silva-Bernal **
Karanjeet Singh
Danielle Nicole Smith
Edna Rita Smith *
Molly Gabrielle Sopher
Angeline Sugnet **
Dana Sunwoo ***  
Monica Tamayo  
Feven Tasfu ***  
Daniel Tewelde Tesfamichael  
Macario Tinio Tindoy Jr. **  
Jacqueline Villegas *  
Shana R. Walker-Thornton **  
Lorraine D. Weaver  
Tirhas Bitsuamlak Weldemichael **  
Scott John Werner **  
Treeana-Jashown Williams  
Cynthia Rochelle Wilson  
Hanan Bisrat Wolde  
Akiko Yuda ***  
Rowan Aldevrim Zoltan ***  
Mia Zuranich

**Infrastructure Security**  
Ryan Thomas Boehme **  
Sean Noriega ***  
Aizezi Abudurezake  
Aaron Kham Chanthavong **  
Jonathan Jesus Cortez Salcido ***  
Eva Deng ***  
Abraham Reyes Romo **  
Calvin Whitney

**Landscape Design and Construction Specialist**  
William Robinson Haug Boone  
Karyn Ott Smith ***

**Mathematics**  
Gary C Avakian ***  
Lounes Belkacem *  
Shiyun (Hailey) Jiang ***  
Shivon Sandhya Raj **  
April Mariko Salazar ***  
Leslie Dianne Scott  
Mei Yong Zheng *

**Natural Sciences**  
Yasmin Ghoraei Tafti *  
Tesfaye Haile  
Eun Ah Kwon ***  
Sarah Michelle Lajon **  
Fabiola Nickole Lemus **  
Shonnique Loyd  
David Medeiros ***  
Keiichi Munakata **  
Rania Nejimi *  
Vy T. Nguyen  
Vanessa Renee Rodriguez *  
Sokenya Singletary  
Angeline Sugnet **  
Juan TajTaj  
Jonathan J. Tenenbaum *  
Susan Thammavongsa  
Ashley Torrez-Chavez *

**Radiologic Science**  
Gary C Avakian ***  
Berenice Diaz Estrada ***  
Bahana Ghafoor **  
Keiichi Munakata **  
Nancy Thi Truong ***

**Associate in Science for Transfer**

**Administration of Justice**  
Briana Amaya  
Noelia Betancourt ***  
Kiyah Lanay Blackmon  
Miracle Chavis  
Joctan Chicas-Campos  
Janice Dollente *  
Anthony Joseph D'Orazzi ***  
Marisol Celeste Duran ***  
Xiomara Fuentes  
Nathaniel Qustandi Kopti *  
Moises Ledesma  
Shonnique Loyd
Cameryn Alexis Mabry
Brandynn Immanuel Manning
Liliana M. Melendez Hernandez *
Joanna Michelle Ramirez
Marcus Dwayne Reynolds
Katherinne Rodriguez Perez
Janae Rushing
Jose Sanchez **
Isane Keyshelle Smith **
La Shonie Shermik Veals
Joey Dean Whorley *

**Business Administration**
Dimon Latisha Banks
Elizabeth Leah Jung **
Bei Qi Kuang **
Noah Elijah-Keyshawn Mitchell **
Jesus Negrete *
Anne Nguyen *
Sergio Perez Lopez ***
Zhougui Yu *
Tania Atkinson *
Kyle Fobbs
Aasylei Hardge-Loggervale ***
Alisson C. Ramirez Cruz
Lisa E. Reed
James Lester Summers III

**Early Childhood Education**
Bolormaa Bulgan **
Natalie Huerta Lu
Meichang Ruan ***
Valerie Torno

**Mathematics**
Trevor J. Beck *
Cheyenne C. Bennmarie-Jacobson
Juan TajTaj

**Nutrition and Dietetics**
Sarah Michelle Lajon **

**Sociology**
Chantalle Adrianna Allen

**Certificate of Achievement**

**Accounting**
Emily Ryan Harper
Monica Salazar *

**Administration of Justice**
Noelia Betancourt

**Application Security**
Aizezi Abudurezake
Ethan Morris Binger
Rene Moreno

**Basic Landscape Horticulture**
William Robinson Haug Boone
Tyler Carl Fletcher
Sara Pauline Gaucher
Owen D. Smith

**Business: Administrative Assistant**
Iliana Gabriela Chavez

**Child Development: Teacher**
Daisy Barrera
Bolormaa Bulgan
Thanh Thuy Phan Do
Lilian M. Garcia-Tista
Tiamoriah Gusman
Natalie Huerta Lu
Hoi Yan Lau
Lixia Liu
Sara Clarisa Lopez
Kyle Brendan Bryan Neptune-Salisbury
Aracely Solano **
Jiamin Sun
Haller William
Xue You Yang
Xiaoyi Yuan
Tengxian Zhao
Community Social Services:
Substance Abuse
Valerie Lenora Gay
Mychelle Shirley Gainey
Alex Michael Wyse

Corrections
Marcus Dwayne Reynolds

Dietary Manager
Michael Fredrick Ochieng

Fire Technology
Thomas James Mowrer
Anthony William Shabbas
Daniel Trang

Fluorescence Bioscience
Microscopy
Dante Kyle Malone

Histotechnician
Aimee Saclayan Paiso

Human Resources Management
Fnu Karma Zomkyi

Infrastructure Security
Ryan Thomas Boehme
Sean Noriega
Ethan Morris Binger
Aaron Kham Chanthavong
Oscar Lara
Calvin Whitney

Intermediate Landscape and Construction
William Robinson Haug Boone

Intermediate Landscape and Park and Maintenance
William Robinson Haug Boone

Intermediate Nursery Management
Emma Pawlina Machcinski

Landscape Design and Construction Specialist
William Robinson Haug Boone

Natural History & Resources
Noah Tenney
Michaela James Williams

Optical Microscopy
William Lin

Paralegal Studies
Gabriela Castaneda
Brianna Elizabeth Colvin
Faustina Boakye Dunn
Daisy Figueroa
Gerlanda Gelin
Aryane Gomes Vieira Fernandes
Luis David Gutierrez
Sable Alana Paige Harbison
Shante Lanay Jones
Tenisha Lashan Keys
Idowu Koyejo
Norman Lam
Rosa Maria Mendez
Natalie Marie Mesterhazy
Natalie Montano
Krystal Renee Morris
Daniel Munoz Deltoro
Cherella Jovan Nicholson
Brandy Grainger Olson
LaShay Perryman
Hayden Theodore Renato
LaShonda Monique Sessoms
Maureen Smith
Georgia Helen Staples
Eszter Winkelmayer
Gelser Zavala Garcia
Police Science
Marcus Dwayne Reynolds
Xiomara Fuentes

Radiologic Science
Gary C Avakian
Berenice Diaz Estrada
Keiichi Munakata
Nancy Thi Truong

Transfer Studies: CSU GE Breadth
Dimon Latisha Banks
Trevor J. Beck
Donzell Galloway
Natalie Huerta Lu
Moises Ledesma
Brandynn Immanuel Manning
Marcus Dwayne Reynolds
Zhougui Yu
Shamelle Elizabeth Bremond
Xiomara Fuentes
Williams Logan
Stefanie Marie Mutialu
Anne Nguyen
Mark-Anthony Membere Nuval
La’Tasha Necole Palmore
Joanna Michelle Ramirez
Cynthia Ramirez-Maldonado
Alexandra Sandoval Ramos
Juan TajTaj
Maryanna Abdallah
Shavona LaMena Ahmad
Chantalle Adrianna Allen
Briana Amaya
Aaron Amgott-Kwan
Fabian Ancira Tapia
Tania Atkinson
Guadalupe Barrera
David Alexander Beauford Sr.
Lounes Belkacemi
Nicole Berrow
Linda Asante Brenya
Kaliyah Chhan

Jillian Chuong
Susana Collazo
Lilibeth Corona Meza
Angelina Giulia Dorsch
Kyle Fobbs
Nazeer Cecil Green
Jamara Higginbotham *
Kristina D. Jones
Lauren Lee
Jairo Lopez Perez
Devin N. Maxwell
Alexius Perez
Fahni James Powe *
Satavie Pralourng
Alisson C. Ramirez Cruz
Janae Rushing
Marisol Silva
Marlene Silva
Claudia Villalobos Franco
Mia Zuranich

Transfer Studies: IGETC
Aaron Amgott-Kwan
Trevor J. Beck
Kiyah Lanay Blackmon
Miracle Chavis
Aasylei Hardge-Loggervale
Elizabeth Leah Jung
Noah Elijah-Keyshawn Mitchell
Stefanie Marie Mutialu
Anne Nguyen
Shivon Sandhya Raj

Certificate of Proficiency
Administrative Medical Assisting
Cindy Garcia-Gonzalez
Madelene P Navarro
Cecilia Reyna Ortiz Cruz
Christin Pham
Basic Landscape Horticulture
Joyce G. Qiao

Child Development: Assistant Teacher
Fatima Abdulrahman
Hala Albitar
Maali Abdulljalil Alqershi
Liliana Maria Alvarado
Petra Alvarado Martinez
Sayda Bakhtary
Brenda Barron
Asia Symore Brooks
Hassina Chabli
Anna Wailuen Chai
Eliana Nicole Chandler
Jeannette Chavez
Xian Chen
Claudia Cronin
Ashleigh Stacy Morgan Dixon
Yaman Mohammed Dobashi
Xiaoqiong Dong
Angelina Dorsch
Laura Angelica Flores
Mirsa Flores Pablo
Elena Frink
Huoxian Gao
Damaris Lorena Garcia Alvarez
Angelica Gomez-Mendez
Suyin Guan
Perla Jaqueline Guerra-Reynosa
Melissa Gutierrez
Gerisha Hackett
Hayoung Han
Qunqing He
Xiaohui He
JaVaughnie D. Heartfield
Julia Holm
Zhimin Huang
Akira Sol Ishizu
Tiara Jacko
Gwenyth Knudsen
Xiaohui Lai

Jianping Lao
Yabnely Lara Rodriguez
Jinmei Li
Shaoyi Lin
Yuanmei Lin
Fan Liu
Guiying Liu
Samuel Maier
Tatiana Jasmine Elizabeth Mayo
Zaira Miranda Diaz
Lizbeth Montes
Cruz M. Morales
Jolene Morales
Lindsay Murray
Xuan Thi Thanh Nguyen
Tohfa M. Omar
Fahima Ouachem
Cristina Pagano
Mayra Alejandra Perez Leyva
Arely Perez Sanchez
Katie Issel Pitre
Leticia Lizetty Preciado
Tomeka LaJuan Ridley
Alejandra Rodriguez Curiel
Galina E. Rumsey
Galina Rumsey
Melissa Saechao
Sharaf Sameera
Gary Hil Saturno
Melina Thandiwe Schiff
Delphine Yasuyo Sebe
Lourdes Segura
Sihem Semai
Nedam Shari
Mattew Loyd Stone
Maria Jose Suarez
Ferroudja Tamani
Veronika Totos
Oanh Thi Trinh
Daisie Vazquez Medina
Chunru Wen
Clinishia B. Wilson
Child Development: Family Child Care
Lan Phuong Lu

Child Development: Infant Toddler
Petra Alvarado Martinez
Sayda Bakhtary
Bolormaa Bulgan
Eliana Nicole Chandler
Ashleigh Stacy Morgan Dixon
Thanh Thuy Phan Do
Taylor Wadad Jaber
Deisi Karina Romero
Lourdes Segura

Clinical Medical Assisting
Alma D. Almaraz
Gabrielle Carmen Ashman
Preetpaul Bajwa
Khlood Dobashi
Shadi Fayyaz
Claudia B. Hall
Valentina Jimenez
Jesus Justiss
Lydia Moret
Madeleine P. Navarro
Cecilia Reyna Ortiz Cruz
Siu Hung Tin
Yordanos Ogazghi Tseggai
Erika Velazquez
Anna Mei Zhen

Emergency Medical Technician I
Emily Haber

Fluorescence Bioscience Microscopy
Alexandra Signe Barksdale

Human Resources Management
Aylin Firat
Ninneman Sarah

Kinesiology: Personal Trainer
Patrick D. Kennedy
Gary Saturno

Optical Microscopy
Tomas Duggan Allison
Alexandra Signe Barksdale
Grace Larra
Ariunzaya Lkhagvaa
Dante Kyle Malone

Small Business Management
America Nazleth Diaz
David Thomas
Commencement Committee Members

Alejandra Cerda
Alejandro Garcia
Barbara Dimopoulos
Berenise Herrera
Birhon Quizhpe
Bill Dimopoulos
Carmen Johnson
Cooper Michael
Custodial Department
  Dale Nabeta
  Doris Hankins
  Dr. David M. Johnson
  Dr. Lilia Chavez
  Ernesto Nery
  Full Measure
  Grace Kwon
  Henry Mai
  Isela Gonzalez Santana
  Joe Sullivan
  Jose Salceda
  Kathleen Olbekson Whitmore
  Lesley Scurry
  Lowell Bennett
  Margie Rubio
  Marisol Roque-Chaves
  Max Leung
  Merritt College Bookstore
  Myeshia Williams
  Nathan Pellegrin
  Patricia Rom
  PCTV
  Peralta Engineers
  Phasasha Pharr
  Rachel Ellis
  Ree’sheema Thornton
  Richard Santana
  Ronnique Currie
  Soledad Leung
  Susana De La Torre
  Tauheeda Anderson
Special Thanks

Merritt College Faculty and Classified Staff
Associated Students of Merritt College
Admissions and Records
Merritt College Bookstore
Counseling Department
Student Accessibility Service
ByNology
Folger Graphics
The Department of Public Information, Communications & Media
Congresswoman Barbara Lee
California Community College Chancellor Oakley
Peralta Board of Trustees President Reiss
Since Merritt College opened its doors over 65 years ago, we have provided open access to excellent instructional programs and comprehensive support services in a diverse, culturally rich, caring and supportive learning environment.

Merritt's quality education provides opportunities for lifelong learning, contributes to the economic growth of our local communities, and assists students to attain degrees and certificates, earn credits to transfer, and develop skills necessary to compete in our global society.

Apply and Enroll now at www.merritt.edu.
12500 Campus Drive. Oakland, CA 94619. (510) 531-4911
MERRITT COLLEGE
We Change Lives!